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“Editorial Bytes”
Gadchick is finally here! After many exhausting nights, hours of research on
the best apps, and racing to deadlines, I’m so proud of our first Gadchick issue.
There are endless topics with an tech underline, and instead of tackling each
one, Gadchick will have a theme every issue. This issue is Going Mobile. It’s a
theme we use daily, and probably our most used gadget in our lives, why not
use the best of it?
I’ve had a ton of questions on Gadchick, like where did the idea, and even the
origin of the cheeky name. I wish I could say it’s a typical story of a girl gets computer at a young age, falls in love with it, leads to love of technology and then
starts up tech-mag for women. Nope, this is quite different.
Here is a history on my (late) love affair with this type of applied science.
My first laptop was a hand me down 10 year old Toshiba well into college. I didn’t
get my first Mac until I was 27, and this didn’t include the iMac I had to share with
my brother with a broken screen.
My family was frugal and saved money by not paying for Internet and using the
library’s resource for it. While most families had computers and Internet as part
of their everyday lives, I had books about the Internet to read instead. When I
went to college at 18, I had to take a class on Microsoft Word because I didn’t
know the program when I graduated high school. My first mp3 player was a
hand me down Zune. Yes, folks, this is getting real. I had a Zune.
So, why am I editor of a technology influenced magazine? From the first day
I was able to freely use the internet and a computer, I embraced it like an old
friend- it wasn’t about blogging, LOLspeak, Hello Kitty gadgets, or cat videos. I
let go of the idea that technology was something that only wealthy families had,
it was something I wanted to be a part of. Technology was something I felt every
household needed, in any medium available. This story is more of the underdog,
the least person likely to be an editor according to everyone else. I may not have
the computer degrees or even the experience like most of my generation has,
but I have the passion. That unlike anything else, can lead to very wonderful
things, just like technology has.
// Diana La Counte
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The revolution is here!” “This changes everything!” While Apple’s iFaithful are

quick to embrace Apple’s latest operating system, iOS 5, we asked the tough
questions. How does this make my life better? Does this really ‘change everything?’ While the iOS aesthetic has remained virtually the same, the operating
system has undergone a serious upgrade, adding over 200 new features. As the
soul of your iDevices, iOS 5 truly makes them shine. But don’t worry – we didn’t
drink all the Apple juice. We tested the key iOS 5 features to find out what works
for women — and what falls short.

Wi-Fi Sync

What we hate
Wi-Fi Sync is great, but you can’t
One of iOS 5’s biggest promises was use it at the same time as iCloud.
the ability to wirelessly sync devices and
set them up without a computer. And Ap- In fact, activating iCloud means that you
ple delivered. You can now wirelessly deactivate your iDevice’s ability to sync
set up any iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch to iTunes over Wi-Fi. And to set up Withat runs iOS 5, no USB cord required. Fi sync with iTunes on your computer,
you’ll still need a USB cord to get started.
What we love
Wi-Fi sync is simple and it works. Once Bottom line
a day when your iDevice is plugged in Wi-Fi Sync works smoothly, but the conand charging, it will automatically sync flict with iCloud is a big disappointment.
with iTunes. Just make sure both your And using a USB cord for initial sync
iDevices and iTunes are on the same setup seems to defeat the purpose.
Wi-Fi network, and you’re good to go.

iCloud

iCloud replaces MobileMe and iWork.
com, offering wireless storage for your
documents, media, and apps. Plus, it
backs up an entire copy of your iDevice every day for wireless restoring.
Photo Stream shares photos taken on
your different iDevices. It’s important
to understand, however, that iCloud is
not a “sync service.” It wirelessly stores
content and pushes it to your devices,
but there’s no single “master copy”
for syncing (other than your back up,
and that’s only used for a total restart).
The first 5GB are free; additional storage (10GB, 20GB and 50GB) may be
purchased at a flat rate for one year.

What we hate
iCloud is great, but not perfect. Activating iCloud means that you deactivate
your iDevice’s ability to automatically
back up to iTunes over Wi-Fi. Photos
only live in Photo Stream for 30 days,
and may be automatically removed
earlier when you reach 1,000 photos.
You can’t delete or edit photos once
they are in Photo Stream, but if you
want to keep them on another iDevice,
you’ll need to save them to that device.
Bottom line
The free app DropBox still has
iCloud beat when it comes to effortlessly moving files between iDevices, computers and back again.

Reminders
Dry cleaning, groceries, that prescription refill, your yoga mat for class…
When you’re juggling work and family demands, it’s easy to forget the little things. Reminders is exactly what
you’d expect from a to-do app – you
can create lists and alerts – but it also
combines to-do tasks with location inWhat we love
formation. Plus, if you have an iPhone
It’s automatic, easy and just works.
4S, Siri can make the reminders for you.
Rather than dealing with separate MobileMe and iWork.com accounts, all
What we love
you need is one Apple ID. Apps you
Never forget anything. Ever. Add a
download on your iPad are available
reminder to pick up milk on the way
for your iPhone and iPod Touch. Phohome from work, and as you get close
tos magically appear in your Photo
to the store on your evening comStream. Own multiple iDevices? Enmute, the Reminders app pops up
able “auto download” in Settings, and
with a handy “Get Milk” notification.
music, apps and books will automatically download to all your devices.

What we hate
Unfortunately, Reminders’ best feature – the ability to remind you to
do something as you approach a
specific location – only works if the
location is in your address book.
That’s great if it’s the office or even
your drycleaner, but not so great if
it’s a random convenience store or
the airport ATM. And you can’t share
reminder lists with other users.
Bottom line
For many women, Reminders is all
the app you’ll need. If you want to
share and manage lists with your
roommate, significant other, or coworkers, however, download the sleek,
efficient and free Wunderlist app.

Twitter

Yep, it’s that easy.
Just tap ‘Tweet’ and you’re done!

full Twitter integration with Safari, Photos, Camera and YouTube
makes posting a Twitter update as
simple as a few taps of the finger..
What we love
In one word, amazing. Quick and fast,
iOS 5’s Twitter integration makes it
easy to post directly from other apps.
Surfing the web and find a great story? Tap to tweet from Safari. Just
took a great photo of your friends at
dinner? Tap to tweet from the Photos
app. Want to alert your friends to the
location of a great party? Tap to tweet
from the Maps app. It’s that easy.

iOS 5 brings full Twitter integration
to Apple apps. While most Twitter What we hate
users will still want the free Twit- It’s not a replacement for the Twitter app to check their Twitter feed, ter app, but we can’t hate on that!

What we hate

You’ll still want to use Twitter, TweetBot, TweetDeck or another Twitter
app to manage your feed. And we’d
love to see native Twitter integration with all third-party apps, too.
Bottom line
Tweet away to your heart’s content… but you’ll still need a Twitter app to manage your feed.

Newsstand
Is it time to ditch your print magazines? With the Newsstand app,
magazines and newspapers are
now automatically updated on your
iDevice. Instead of managing multiple apps on different screens, they
all live here on one convenient bookshelf. As new issues become available, Newsstand updates the covers to reflect the latest print version.

Newsstand on the iPad

Some Newsstand apps, like the New
York Times, look stunning on either
an iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad. Many
magazines apps, however, are only
available for the iPad, and could use
additional development to enhance
content interaction. The magazine
search function in the App store can’t
compete with the free app Zinio. Plus,
Newsstand takes away easy, onetouch home screen access to your
favorite news apps like the New York
Times. Other than serving as a “catchall” news app organizer, Newsstand
doesn’t really bring value to our lives.

One touch access takes you
straight to the App store’s Newsstand, where you can manage
periodical
subscriptions,
purBottom line
chase individual issues and downDon’t ditch the print magazines just
load the corresponding apps.
yet, especially if you don’t have an
iPad. Use a free app like Flipboard
What we love
or Pulse to stream and manage conThis handy app streamlines the entent, or use Zinio as your magatire newspaper and magazine prozine eReader for smoother interface.
cess. One touch access for subscription management saves time.

iMessage

What we hate
Unfortunately,
this
app
is Attention all texting junkies! Your
only as good as the develop- monthly phone bill is about to get a lot
ers who make the magazines. lower.

Think of iMessage as BBM for the
iPhone that’s seamlessly integrated
into your regular messaging app.
The email associated with your Apple ID will also be the email at which
other Apple ID users can message
you. To send a message, type to a
contact just like you always have.
When you enter the contact’s information in the address field, Apple
checks to see if the contact can accept free iMessages. If so, then the
contact and all the associated messaging bubbles turn blue. If not, the
contact and bubbles stay green.

Note the blue bubble, “Delivered” confirmation,
and the dots to indicate a message is being typed

What we love
While integration with the iPad is nice,
who actually whips out their iPad to
text? The real plus is iPhone integration. Here Apple makes a ballsy move,
taking a swipe at the ridiculous carrier
charges many of us face for our texting
addictions. Plus, iMessage is smart.
Messaging a contact but don’t have
their Apple ID-associated email in your
phone? Enter her contact info, and if
she also has iMessage, Apple will suggest how to reach her. Plus, iMessage
supports group messaging.
What we hate
iMessage is great if you’re a texting
junkie, and your main texting partners
are all on iDevices. But if your close
friends are texting away on their Blackberries and Android phones, the benefits of iMessage are lost to you. With
iOS 5, Apple has also imposed a 15MB
limit on the Messages app, which includes any pictures or video you’ve
been sharing with others (whether
that’s through iMessage or SMS on
your carrier). Hit the limit, and you’ll
need to spend time clearing out your
messages – otherwise, you won’t be
able to receive new ones.
Bottom line
iMessage is great – if all your friends
are on iDevices. Otherwise, download
a free app that lets you manage all
your chat accounts (Google Talk, Yahoo! Messenger, AIM, etc.) from one
place.

Notification Center
There’s nothing more annoying than
constant pop-up notifications that break
your workflow. Now, all of your notifications are organized in one sleek notification center. A streamlined notification
system has been in use for a while on
Android phones, and it’s a welcome addition to iOS. While your iDevice is active, Notification Center can be pulled
down from the top of the screen. New
notifications appear briefly at the top,
and then disappear. If your iDevice is
asleep, a notification will temporarily
wake it, displaying either a single notification or a stacked list (depending on
how many notifications you have).

If it’s a notification with a secondary action, like an alarm, an extra
button for taking this action will
also appear. Manage which notifications you wish to see through
the Settings control board.
What we love
View calendar, email, text, Facebook notifications, weather, stock
reports, breaking news and more
simply by swiping your finger down
from the top of any screen. Swipe
up or tap to hide the center. When
a new notification appears, it flashes briefly at the top of the screen
and disappears. There’s no need
to dismiss a notification to return
to your work.
What we hate
If you’re like us, your Google Calendar is packed with shared calendars that we don’t need to see all
the time (Exhibit A: the office vacation calendar). While the iPhone
calendar allows you to specify
which Google calendars you want
displayed, the Notification Center
calendar shows everything. This
includes pesky “All Day” events —
Heidi is on maternity leave! Sean
is on vacation! — that we don’t
need to see.

Notification Center on the Lock screen

Bottom line
The Google Calendar conflict is a
bummer, but other than that, it’s
hard to hate on Notification Center
– we only wish it had been available sooner

What does iOS 5 mean for you?
Thanks to iOS 5, an iDevice is truly a lifestyle tool for women.
Seamless integration across all apps makes it easy to accomplish tasks faster and be more connected than ever before. New
features, like Twitter integration, iCloud, Notification Center and
Reminders, make iOS 5 even more user-friendly and integral
to our daily lives. From monitoring breaking news to discovering new creative inspirations, the world is truly at our fingertips.
And yes, iOS 5 still does all the basics, like making phone calls,
sending messages and checking email – it just does them better.
If you’re going to invest in one iDevice, the iPhone still rules
the day. With coverage options on the three major networks
(AT&T, Sprint and Verizon) and even the little known C Spire,
there are virtually no carrier restrictions. And thanks to the
speedy A5 processor and stunning Retina display, the iPhone 4S is still the best-designed smartphone on the market.
If you travel often and need the ability to edit documents or read
material on the go, the iPad is a must-have. Be prepared. Apps
like Cool Hunting, Flipboard, Pulse and Zinio will change the way
you consume interactive media. Not ready to take the iPhone/iPad
plunge? The iPod Touch still offers all the benefits of iOS 5, although lugging it around in addition to your phone can get old; it
may make more sense to commit to just one device.
While iOS 5 is not perfect, it’s still an impressive display from Apple that dares to do more than Blackberry, Android and Windows
7. As women, we spend most of our days multi-tasking, and iOS 5
makes it all a lot easier. And many of the apps also give us space
to explore and nourish our creativity.
Yep, we drank the Apple juice.

your geeky ad here!
email aline@gadchick.com
and let’s chat

Essential
iOS 5 Apps
When it comes to apps for women,
developers seem to think we just
want to track our periods, stalk celebrity gossip or monitor our fertility
cycles (um, really?). We’ve done the
hard work, sorting through the app
clutter to find the 10 best free and
paid apps for women. Our definitive
list includes some heavy hitters and
a few undiscovered gems – and not
a single app for tracking Aunt Flo. If
you’ve already got the biggies (Evernote, Spotify, Facebook, Angry Birds,
Instagram), here’s what to download
next.

1

500px

The Flickr for creative, artistic photography, this brandnew iPad app is a truly stunning tool for photographic
exploration, discovery and inspiration. Share pics via
Facebook, Twitter and email straight from the app.
iPad Only

10 Free
Apps Every
Woman Needs

2

Adobe Photoshop Express

Perform basic Photoshop edits right on your iPhone, iPod
Touch or iPad. With a user-friendly interface, one-touch
edits, fun filters and free price tag, this app sure beats
spending $700 on the desktop version, and the filters
make it worth using over Apple’s new Camera app editor.

3

Cool Hunting

Inspiration is all around you with this creative app that features a carefully curated
collection of the latest in art, culture, design,
style, travel and technology from around the
world. The sleek magazine interface makes
it easy to explore and be inspired. iPad Only

Flipboard

Get social on your terms, with the first social magazine for iPad that’s entirely personalized by you.
Add your Facebook and Twitter feeds, along with your favorite newspapers, magazines and websites.
Discover new content through Flipboard curated feeds like “Food & Dining” or “Minimalist Living”. Intuitive interface and easy flipping from page to page. iPad Only

5
Pinterest

Everyone’s favorite online pin
board is now on your iPhone
and iPod Touch (sorry, no native
iPad app yet). Pin and discover
art, design, fashion, photography, recipes and travel inspiration as shared by your friends or
Pinterest tastemakers.

4

Pulse

Stay on the pulse of the latest
news, entertainment, art, design, photography, travel and
more. A news ticker format lets
you quickly scan through top stories on your commute to work.
And for those of who love RSS
feeds, there’s seamless integration with Google Reader. iPad Only

6
7
ScoutMob

Finally, a “daily deal” app that
actually works with your busy
lifestyle. There’s no need to
pre-purchase any coupons;
simply visit a participating location and claim your deal
while dining or shopping there.

8
Wi-Fi Finder

This is our pick for the best Wi-Fi
finder app. It tracks over 650,000
Wi-Fi locations (both free and
paid) in 144 countries. Install the
offline database for use when
you can’t connect to the Internet
for a search. An absolute essential for any on-the-go woman.

9
Wunderlist

This multi-platform app marries
form with function, organizing your
to-do lists, sharing them with colleagues and syncing them across
all your devices (including your
desktop). It’s a sleeker, sexier version of Apple’s Reminders app with
group sharing capability and easy
touch organizing. The only thing
that’s missing is integration with Siri.

10
Zinio

The original “Newsstand app” for magazines. We love the sleek, high-quality format, ability to easily manage subscriptions and share articles, easy searching of over 4,000 titles, and the option to switch between easy-reading page mode
and mosaic scroll mode. Still the best platform for magazine consumption. iPad Only; magazines require subscription

10 Paid Apps
Every Woman Needs
You’ve seen our picks for free apps, now take a look at the 10 Paid Apps we think
every woman needs

1
Auto Corrector ($0.99)

Oh, auto correct, how we love to hate you. There’s nothing
more frustrating than having the names of friends, places
or colorful language constantly corrected. Put an end
to the madness with this app that creates a custom dictionary and includes built-in add-ons for SMS shortcuts.

2
Instapaper ($4.99)

Save websites for easy, ad-free
reading at a later date. Enjoy a textoptimized view, adjustable fonts,
syncing of reading position between
iDevices, dark mode for comfortable nighttime reading, and the ability to save up to 500 articles at a
time. Share articles via Facebook,
Twitter, Tumblr, Evernote and more.

3
Line2 ($9.95/mo)

Make and receive phone calls and
text messages for free over WiFi
and 3G networks. A must-have for
international travelers or anyone
with poor cell reception at home,
Line2 beats Skype because anyone
can call you via a US phone number at anytime from a landline or cell
phone. There’s no need to be “signed
in”, so you never miss a call again.

4
Momento ($2.99)

Who has time to keep a diary? Remember the little moments and create your own content rich timeline using Momento, an app that lets you quickly record a note about activities, thoughts and experience, add
photos, and tag events, places and people for quick browsing. Keep the private moments to yourself
with password protection, and share the big events over Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, Instagram and more.

5
PhotoSync ($1.99)

Wirelessly transfer photos and videos from any iDevice to another, or to
your computer, Dropbox, Facebook,
Flickr, Picasa and more. Works
faster than Photostream, and transfers unlimited photos and videos.

7
SketchBook Pro ($7.99)

This sleek art app turns your iPad into your
canvas; create beautiful sketches with 75 different brushes, tools and layers. No graphic
design degree required, just let the creativity flow from your fingertips. iPad only

8
Touch Retouch ($0.99)

Ever wanted to “photoshop
out” an object, but didn’t
know how to perform the
complicated work yourself?
Now you can! Remove unwanted image elements with
just a few taps of your finger.

6
Reeder
($2.99/iPhone; $4.99/iPad)

Our pick for the best RSS Reader,
Reeder syncs perfectly with Google
Reader and has a simple interface
that lets you focus on your feeds.

9
Whale Trail ($0.99)

Is this the next Angry Birds? For a fun mental break during your work day or commute, check out this up-andcoming gaming app, complete with beautiful Retina
graphics and intuitive game play. Just try not to hum the
addictive soundtrack and clever sound bites (“I can see
my house from heeeere”) in your next conference meeting.

10

WolframAlpha ($1.99)

Get instant answers to random trivia.
Solve that crossword puzzle. Brush
up on geography. Compute complicated calculus problems. Impress
the boss and beat your friends at
Trivial Pursuit. Whatever you need to
know, WolframAlpha has the answer.

Launching Soon…
One more app we can’t wait to download
Oink

Remember the last time you scanned through Yelp reviews
trying to figure out if a place was good or bad? Wish you could
have known that the wine list was amazing, but that the entrees
were overpriced? Oink lets you review not just a place, but
also the individual components that create your experience.
Give five stars to the sushi and one star to the abysmal service. Bypass the hierarchy of location-only reviews and focus
on the experience and products offered at each location. Oink

Comics on
mobile devices !
by Mandy Curtis

Save a plastic sleeve: Read comics on your mobile device.
I’ll be honest—I’m not a huge fan of reading on my iPhone. Perhaps it’s my
abiding love of physical books. Or, it could be that I read (too) fast and find
having to scroll and “flip” so frequently tedious. Thirdly, the tiny screen hurts
my eyes. (I know. I’m a complainer … and somewhat terrible at ordering
lists.)
Reading on a larger mobile device or e-reader such as an iPad or Kindle,
however, throws a bit of a wrench into such well thought out complaints and
excuses. E-readers are the size they are for an obvious reason, and iPad
screens are similarly large. Having the ability to carry around thousands of
books in the space of one certainly is tempting. And that temptation, apparently, isn’t solely mine; according to a May 2011 press release: “… less than
four years after introducing Kindle books, Amazon.com customers are now
purchasing more Kindle books than all print books—hardcover and paperback—combined.”
Obviously, the e-book “fad” isn’t a fad at all.
Those of us who enjoy erring on the nerdier side of reading (i.e. those of us
who read and enjoy comics and graphic novels) aren’t left out in the cold
when it comes to reading via mobile devices. A number of apps cater to the
“sequential art” set; the four below are available for free on Apple devices;
three are available on Android devices. All will definitely slate a comic thirst.

Comics (by comiXology)

DC Comics

Marvel Comics

With more than 500 free
comics available through
this app (and others available for purchase), if you’re
looking to dip your toes into
the digital comic format, this
app is the proverbial 3’ end
of the pool. Another benefit—with this app, you can
access both Marvel and DC
comics, the entire collection
of The Walking Dead and
more.

Purely for DC Comics titles,
this app caters to fans of Superman, Batman, Wonder
Woman and the other crazy
kids of the DC Universe.
The app is free, but many
of the comics need to be
purchased via the archives
or as they’re released;
most are $2.99 an issue.

This app is for fans of the Marvel Universe, which includes
characters such as Iron Man,
Thor and the rest of The
Avengers. Also, like the DC
app, most comics will need
to be purchased to be read.
Itunes / Android Marketplace

Itunes / Android Marketplace

Itunes / Android Marketplace

Dark Horse Comics

-Dark Horse is another comic house that publishes titles such
as Star Wars, Frank Miller’s Sin City, The Guild and Buffy the
Vampire Slayer. Purchasable titles on this app start at $.99.

Itunes
Individual titles
These comic reader/anthology apps aren’t the only way to view comics and
graphic novels on your mobile devices; many web and physical book series have
been turned into their own apps. Search iTunes or the Android Marketplace with
the term “comics” or the title of your favorite series to find these singular apps.

Mobile
Music
Streaming
Lose the iPod, Listen to Your Phone

Mog
by Diana La Counte
Carrying around one thin round
disc was freedom compared to my
bulky old tapes growing up. When
the iPod arrived, I was elated.
Thousands of songs on one (what
I thought at the time) tiny gizmo.
Forward to now- my music library,
like yours, has grown to USB
sticks, SD cards and other mediums of digital storage. How many
hard drives did I have to house
all this music? I didn’t grow up in
the playlist generation where one
song could be downloaded, no,
I’m a completist and had to have
a full album, even discographies. I
signed up for Last.fm, Pandora and
even Slacker Radio. They’re great
but it didn’t fulfill what I wanted- to
listen to my music when I wanted
to. I know I’m not alone here, so
instead of putting yourself through
trial error, I did the favor for you
and tested out the most popular of
them all- Mog, Rdio, and Spotify.

It claims to have 13 Million Songs, with
easy navigation, and a simple interface.
It’s user-friendly, and playlists are easy to
make. What sets this app apart are the
personal playlists from editors, recording
artists, and bands. There is also a feature
on Mog that allows you to take a photo of
an album cover, and it may play you the
album, if Mog finds the right cover. The
web version is a little overwhelming, but
it does allow better options, but the interface isn’t as smooth as the mobile app.
It has an extensive music library, and if
you’re into playlists, Mog is where to go.

Rdio

Spotify

This app also claims to have 10 million
songs, and even has an iPad app. Rdio
offers $5 subscriptions for your desktop
if this suits your lifestyle better. It has
has the cleanest interface, and easiest
navigation, on either the desktop, iPad
or the mobile version. There’s the option
to “subscribe” and even add to friend’s
playlist. It’s quick, and has the fastest
recovery from buffering. I also love the
community feature. Rdio doesn’t prompt
you to “friend” people, but to add to a
created network. The listener has the
option to see what Rdio’s most popular music is, or just their network. It also
has the option to stream on Apple TV, or
a wireless speaker.

Spotify is the UK based music service
Americans have been waiting years for.
When it finally arrived, it had more buzz
before it launched, making it the most
popular music app. The interface is very
familiar to iTunes. Playlists can’t be alphabetized, and the front app page has
the most popular tracks and albums,
rather than your personal favorites. It’s
user friendly for Facebook, and you can
listen to friends playlists. I personally
gave up on it after a few uses. Not only
was it confusing (especially after using
the simple UI of Rdio), but it looks like
iTunes and Facebook, two things I’m
happy without.

The winner? Rdio. Both Android and iPhone friendly, I love the smooth
interface, it’s quicker, better memory, and the music library carries everything from popular Billboard music to obscure indie music from the 90’s.
All three services are $10 a month, that’s cheaper than one digital album
and it’ll access you to 10+ million songs. Whatever music service you
decide to go with, either one will save you money (imagine actually buying that Christmas Michael Bublè album? Oh, it’s for your mom? Riiiight,
your mom...).

gadchick reads
Feminist Technology is a collection
of essays that broach the questions
“Is there such a thing as a “feminist
technology?” “If so, what makes a
technology feminist? Is it in the design process, in the thing itself, in
the way it is marketed, or in the way
it is used by women (or men)?” Contributors such as Deborah G. Johnson, Jennifer Aengst, and Deana
McDonagh use extensive, precise
research to discuss their topics.
Many of the topics were fun to read about because at first thought, one
would not think the items such as birth control, pregnancy tests and
breast pumps as technology.
I really enjoyed “Why the Home Pregnancy test Isn’t the Feminist Technology It’s Cracked Up to Be and How to Make It Better” by Linda Layne.
Layne states “…home pregnancy tests do not offer women the benefits
they purport to do and, in fact, in some ways disempower women by
deskilling them, devaluing their self-knowledge, and enticing them to
squander they buying on frivolous consumer products.” While I did not
necessarily agree with what she had to say, she made interesting points
that made me think.
Whether you are waiting to be more educated on the issues of feminist
technology, you are curious about this new found term, or you just want
something interesting to talk about at the water cooler, this is a great
book for all women to read.
Writer: Christen Krumm
Blog: http://christenkrumm.com

advertisement

10 Reasons Not To Give Your Mom an iPhone:
by Tracy Le

Stress simply strikes when the words “mom” and “iPhone” pair up as a team. When it’s con-

cerning my mom, there are definitely limitless reasons as to why one woman and one smart
phone should never come in contact with one another. But for the sake of personal brevity,
here are ten.
I can easily anticipate the numerous tutorials I will have to hold showing my mom the “new”
movement of touch-screen technology, and the time dedicated in ensuring my mom survives
the world at her fingertips will likely result in me missing my must-see television shows--and
that is a problem, because missing Gossip Girl is a problem, people.

1.
2.
3.

The unnatural and rough darting of her fingers on the screen will surely create
a sound that will haunt me and keep me awake at night...though it will increase
iPhone screen repair revenues.
Time invested in my social life will deplete as I run a 24/7 iPhone help line service.
The graceful and patient woman I once embodied will start to disappear.
But even with such dreary anticipation, the holiday spirit drove me to treat myself to my
iPhone upgrade which consequently I’ve gifted my mother with my old one and so the
inevitable has occurred; stress has struck and the lines are open.
Already her discovery of Facetime has moved her to want to see my face all the time.
She now can see me roll my eyes, and check my Twitter feed while she tells me all the
family drama. This I know: Nothing good can come out of ma having an iPhone.

4.

With Facetime, the insistent reminder of why I don’t have a boyfriend will increase
since there’s now evidence that my face is actually often make-up free (and to
mom, blush helps eradicate singleness).
Our commonality of phones have also allowed my mother to send me the Emoji icon
(don’t know why I told her about that app) of the “angel face” numerous times throughout
my day. She intends for it to mean “looking out for you bff” as oppose to the closer-totruth meaning of, “hey baby, are you being a good girl?” Her resources of smiley faces
have definitely made my face less smiley and more crooked-I-feel-awkward smiley.

5.

My record of living my whole life naturally unaffected by things causing a woman
any degree of embarrassment will be tragically be broken.

6.

Because of my mom’s constant attempts of communication with me, she will think
I’m upset more often than I’m not, simply because I don’t respond right away to
her plethora of texts--and by her newly preferred language of emoticons.
And so the downward spiral will continue as I’ll insist that I never received her twitter
mention or invite for Words With Friends. Friends mom, not offspring.

7.

My mom will inevitably base the number of Twitter mentions to her as the amount
of love I hold for the woman who bore me, and for “7 long hours” might she add.
Seven hours might be long when it comes to childbirth but so is seven minutes when it
comes to finding an e-mail. The other day I caught my mom searching for an email she
couldn’t place in the Google browser instead of the AOL Mail search browser--what’s the
emoticon for “you’re stressing me out mom, how did you manage to flee communism
Vietnam?”

8.

Stress. Ever-growing, un-ladylike grunts of impatience will be born.
I adore my mom, but eventually a riff between our solid mother-daughter relationship
(when Motorola Razors were the rage) will unearth, all due to a now new human-robot
partnership. Siri will be the other woman whom I’ll ask what medical aid is best for a
head cold and ma will eventually resent me for it.

9.

Mom will realize by owning an iPhone, there is another woman who knows a better remedy for an upset stomach--or how to get peanut butter off my silk skirt
more successfully.

10.

When it comes down to it though, the ultimate reason why moms shouldn’t have
an iPhone is simply because it is the gateway to their assumed entitlement to ask
questions like “What’s Bieber Fever?” and I don’t feel like explaining myself whatsoever, because there’s an app for that.

by Emily Dismukes

One of the most common pieces of advice given to aspiring
writers is to “write what you know”. However, a better piece of
advice these days might be to “write when you can”. For many,
getting those words down whenever they can means turning to
the one device that has become so common lately: the smartphone.
Whatever you’re writing, there are a number of apps available
to help you along. As a blogger and fiction writer who also loves
her smartphone, I’ve tried out several of them. Writing apps for
iOS, the operating system of the iPhone, range from simple
notepads to full featured, mobile word processors. It can be
hard to sift through these, especially when you really just want
to get your writing done. So I’ve done the sifting for you.

The first app to download if you want to start writing on your phone is Dropbox. Dropbox stores
files in the cloud, where they can be accessed
with just an Internet connection. Dropbox can be
used in a web browser, but the free application
is available for Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, and
BlackBerry. SugarSync and Box.net are other
services that provide similar functionality.
However, you can’t edit documents directly from
Dropbox. That’s where another great app comes
in: PlainText. PlainText allows you to create and
edit .txt files. True to its name, it has a very plain
interface: black text on a white background. It’s
easy to connect to your Dropbox account, and
then you can create documents and folders, and
print or email each document right from the app.
ing, though the ad can be removed with a one
time charge of $1.99.

For something with a few more features
and a bit more finesse, turn to Elements. It
has all of the important features of PlainText
(Dropbox sync, word count) but brings a lot
more for the additional money. The interface
is very simple, and can be set to black-texton-white or light-grey-on-dark-grey. There
are also a number of diverse font choices
and sizes. And not only is it possible to print
or email from the app, but notes can be sent
as attachments, an option not available in
similar apps. Another advantage of Elements
over other simple text editors is the fact that
it can be used to write, edit, and even preview HTML. This is very useful for those that
write blog posts directly in HTML. Elements
also includes a feature called “Scratchpad”,
which allows you to make notes in a pop up
window while working on a document.

There’s also an app for those who prefer to write in .doc files: Doc2. This app is a mobile
word processor that can create new documents or open and edit old ones. It doesn’t have
syncing capabilities, but compatible files can be opened in Doc2 from other apps, such as
Dropbox or Mail. With Doc2 you have access to many of the features found in computer
programs like Microsoft Word, like adding pictures and tables, aligning text and changing words to italic, bold or underlined. Doc2 is perfect for writers on the go who prefer to
write in Word documents or just want a little more control over their text. Doc2 can be
purchased for $3.99.

And of course, for those that would prefer not to download anything at all, there’s always
the Notes app, which comes with any iOS device. It doesn’t have many features, but it’s
perfect for quick notes and has the option of being synced to other devices through iCloud
or an email account.
With all the apps out there that make it exceedingly easy to just open up a document and
write, there’s no excuse not to do it. And if you don’t believe me, I’ll let you in on a little
secret: this article was written almost entirely on my iPhone. How’s that for motivation?

photographers

wishlist

I am always struck by the versatility of most photography gadgets, and really, things that give
purpose to all those oldies we would normally just discard. I like functionality, but I also appreciate the history behind the bits and pieces we use on a daily basis for both personal and
professional shoots.
Take the Fotodiox 4:3 Adapter. For collectors like Doug and I, finding gorgeous, mint vintage lenses at the swap meet and yard sales is Christmas morning, but the best part is that
with the adapter, they’re good for more than weekend film photography and sitting pretty.

Christmas actually came a little early at our house when we
got this little guy in the mail. With the fotodiox adapter, you can use those

old lenses you’re hoarding on your new DSLR and it’s a great way to get some practice with
manually focusing! Now, for people like me who dream about taking good product photos,
these next two little gadgets are at the top of my list.

flashes are your friend

and the Orbis
Despite the myths, when used properly,
ENLORB1A RingFlash can take your macro photos to the next kind of friendship level. This is
the big brother to the ring flash we have now, and I’m dying to get my hands on it. Speaking
of flashes, if you’re really a glutton for punishment and use multiple flashes on a regular basis,
you’re going to need a sleek and easy to operate slave system.
The StudioHut 16 channel Radio Slave channels up to 4 flashes at once and isn’t as bulky
{and temperamental} as the old 1970s slave unit we’re currently using. For posterity, of course.
Lastly, for the list-makers and professional organizers of the world, Adobe Photoshop Light-

It’s like having a totally organized file cabinet built into a personal assistant photography
robot. I suggest this for the disorganized hoarders of the world, also.

room 3 is your raw image dream come true.

And dear Santa, I’ve been good repurposing lenses and all, so just for fun, the Digi Mini Twin
lens Rolleiflex Point and Shoot would certainly make my year!

by Beca Lewis Skeels

mommy tech

wishlist

Snuza

This literal lifesaver is a must-have for any new mama, and even though we already own one
and have grown out of it, I had to include it in this list because it’s the absolute best mommygadget I’ve encountered. In a nutshell, the device clips onto your baby’s diaper, and monitors
his or her breaths. If (god forbid) your little one was to stop breathing, an alarm goes off. A
year ago I became a first time Mom, and I can’t even tell you what peace of mind this wonderful little invention gave us.

Bambino Wireless Internet Baby Monitor with iPhone Viewing
We currently have a great baby monitor with all the bells and whistles, but my husband and I
often say to each other, “I wish this worked with our iPhone!” Well, now it can! We’re also all
about simplifying, so one less device to tote around would be great.

White Noise App

Our son Henry falls asleep each night to the sound of a white noise machine for a couple of
reasons- one, I think it helps him sleep, and two, it blocks out outside noise from our televisions or our often accidentally loud selves. He sleeps fine without it too, but being able to
have our own portable noise machine on call anytime, especially on vacation, would be awesome. And for just a couple of dollars you can’t go wrong

Itzbeen Baby Care Timer

This is another item that I don’t have use for at the moment (until we start thinking about baby
#2), but I think it’s a great addition for any new mama’s wishlist. The Itzbeen assists parents
in organizing and timing basic parenting tasks, and allows you to remember when you last did
things like diaper changes, feedings, naps, etc. It sounds slightly silly (why on earth would I
need a device to tell me my baby’s diaper is full?), but coming from the perspective of a once
new and very overwhelmed mama, this would be been so helpful- especially the timer for
nursing.

Ipad

My husband already has one, but because he loves it so much, he’s reluctant to hand it over
to our rather rambunctious one-year-old son. We travel a lot though, so on long car rides or
plane trips it would be great so that Henry could watch his favorite PBS shows or Yo Gabba
Gabba. As he gets older I think it would also come in handy as a learning tool. A baby with his
own iPad- totally normal, right? ;)

by Danielle Hampton

1.

2.

4.
3.
5.

For more wish lists,
check out our blog

www.gadchick.com

Diana’s favorite

Android Apps
by Diana La Counte

I recently switched over from Android to Apple recently. I’ll admit, it was exciting for
the first few days, I had a shiny new phone, with a new platform to discover. However, after those few days passed, I missed Android. I reminisced my days of having
control with the system, I could freely tether wifi, it had 4G rather than 3G to name a
couple things. I also remembered how left out I always felt when bloggers and sites
would boast on the apps iPhone offered, but never mentioned Android. I’ve been to
both worlds, and even though I did choose iPhone this time, I wouldn’t be surprised
if I ever go back to Android one day.
Here are my favorite apps for Android;
Whatsapp
This is a free service that can be used on any Android
phone with a data plan. It’s a messenger service,
set up like text messaging, and even emoji’s can be
used, they’re installed on the whatsapp keyboard. I
used this service as a free text service to friends from
across the globe, to down the street. I’ve never had
problems with it, and it was one of the few apps that
ever crashed on me. I could send pictures, videos,
music and all as quick as a text.

Flickr
When Flickr realized they were competing with Instagram, they made their own
app. With similar filters like and format like
Instagram, instead of saving your photos
to flickr through going through the middle
man, you can save, edit, add filters directly to flickr. One of the reasons I miss this
app is I prefer the community of flickr over
Instagram (no offense, Instagram friends,
but how long have I been on flickr, about 5
years? Thanks for understanding).

Google Sky
This is a gem iPhone users are missing out on. Google
made one of the most beautiful apps I’ve ever used.
Google Sky works when you point your Android phone
to the sky, and you have automatic information to constellations, stars, even planets. It’s Google Map’s version but for space! Take this out camping, on walks,
even in your backyard for some great entertainment.

Sprinkles

Twicca
Another reason I miss Android? This beautifully
designed app. Not only does it look beautiful, but
it’s fast, can be personalized, and will make your
life easier if you’re on Twitter often. I’ve tested a
few Twitter apps over the years from Nokia to Android and now iPhone. If you follow a lot of people
on Twitter, you can personalize groups and individual users to never miss an update again. The
only downside to Twicca is it won’t allow mulitple
users (at lease when I used it) and that would
have been a great feature. The app will make life
so much easier, it can be overlooked (unless you
really need that other Twitter account).

If you have access to a Sprinkles cupcake bakery, this is a must. If you just want an awesome
memory game to play, this is a must. Sprinkles
somehow managed to combine their now iconic
design into a game! Yes, it is fun to play but the
best part of the app is the notification system
for free cupcakes in your area from Sprinkles.

Screen Capture

You think iPhone is the only one that can take screenshots? How do you think i took screenshotos of my Android apps? The best part? There’s no rooting involved.
It’s as easy as downloading the app, following a couple
directions. There you have it, another reason to not be
jealous of the iPhone, you loyal Android users

Postagram
Why not send a personalized postcard instead of a
mass produced one from the tourist shop? You have
full control on what to send, say and where to send
your postcard to. Postagram makes postcards out of
your chosen photos on Android. There is a fee for it,
but it’s worth the extra to send something personalized. Much cheaper than hauling that ceramic trinket
in the airport that probably has cocaine hidden inside without you knowing. Not that ever happened to
me...right, let’s move on...

Android’s Top Five
Gaming Apps

By Marisa Chaples

Plants vs. Zombies
Amazon Appstore
Cost: $2.99
What’s the natural enemy
of zombies? Why plants of
course! Keep your house safe
in this tower defense style
game using different species
of zombie population reducing flora!

Memory IQ
Memory IQ
Android Market
Cost: Free
Do you love redrawing shapes you were just shown
to test your memory? No? Well you will now!

Barrr
Android Market
Cost: $1.49
This micro-managing game features pirates drinking beer, a cute
redheaded tattoo artist, and video games. What more could you
want out of life?

Clouds and Sheep
Android Market
Cost: Free
If completely mindless and nonsensical games are your thing,
here you go. Keep your sheep
happy by tossing them around
and feeding them flowers. Really.

PewPew 2
Amazon Appstore
Cost: $2.99
You’re the pilot of your own spaceship as you battle evil geometric
shapes in this retro style space adventure.

Breaking Up
Is Hard
To Text

by Liz

Over the summer, I “helped” one of my best friends go through a break-up. I say helped

rather lightly because all I really did was sit next to her and refill her wine glass as she and
her (now ex) boyfriend sent long, emotional, entirely too dramatic and sometimes vicious
text messages to each other over the course of 8 hours. Finally, I had to ask-”Why don’t
you just call him?”
She looked at me like I was completely out of my mind, and sent another text. It didn’t really
matter though, because they ended up getting back together (via text!) the next day. And
then breaking up again.
And that, ultimately is the worst thing about breaking up via text-it’s too easy, and breaking up is hard (to do). Break ups are messy, emotional and unless you have masochistic
tendencies, something we all generally try to avoid. Looking someone straight in the eyes
and telling them “I don’t love you anymore” is a hell of a lot harder than shooting off a “We
r done” text. Technology enhances our lives on the daily, but at what cost? Sometimes I
think it has hindered our ability, or even our need, to experience life at it’s highs and at it’s
lows. We are able to pick and choose the situations we want to face, and the ones we’d
rather hide from.
It reminds me of a quote from Sex and the City that has stuck with me ever since I saw the
infamous Post it episode, and yes, the cliché of bringing up SATC is not lost on me...but
go with it, I’m Carrie Bradshaw for a living. “We want an ending to a relationship that is
thoughtful and decent and honours what we had together.”
And you can’t do that via text.
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